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Abstract
Hazard perception – the driver’s ability to identify road hazards – is one of the fewmeasurable aspects of driving competency that 
can explain the high accident risk of some groups of drivers[1, 2]. Hazard perception tests differ regarding several features. Only 
a few empirical studies have been conducted to systematically compare different design features of hazard perception tests as e.g. 
the presentation mode (static vs. dynamic) of the included traffic scenarios[3, 4]. Beside the variation of the stimulus material, 
hazard perception tests differ regarding the kind of task that has to be fulfilled by the participants. In general, experts outperform 
novices more clearly with increasing ecological validity ofa task – its similarity to the demands of a certain domain [5]. As an 
empirical indicator of validity is a clear difference between experts and novices, ecological valid tasks are expected to increases 
the quality of a test. The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the criterion validity of a hazard perception test can 
be enhanced by the application of an ecological valid task. 35 learner drivers and 31 experienced drivers were presented 21 
animated driving scenarios that did or did not contain a potential hazard. One half of the participants were to react to hazards
within the animation (high ecological validity) whereas the others worked on multiple-choice questions provided after the 
presentation (low ecological validity). The ANOVA revealed a main effect of expertise: experts scored highest. Moreover, a 
main effect of the task’s ecological validity could be found: the multiple-choice task facilitated the test. No interaction between 
expertise and ecological validity could be found. The results indicate that both taskslead to valid measures. Contrary to our 
expectations, the ecological validity of the task did not influence the criterion validity. Further research should be conducted e.g. 
in order to investigate, whether a further increase of ecological validity – e.g. by simulated driving – results in extended expert-
novice differences.
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1. Introduction
Immediately after licensing, novice car drivers are overrepresented in traffic accidents [e.g. 6].With growing 
driving experience, their accident risk declines relatively fast, approaching exponentially the very low risk level of 
experienced drivers [e.g. 7, 8]. There are different measures aiming at a reduction of car accidents within the 
beginner drivers group; either by the means of training or assessment. In order to decide on contents and skills that 
ought to be taught and tested, traffic safety research aims at the identification of some quantifiable aspects of driving 
competency that explain the high accident liability of some drivers, as for example novice drivers [2]. Knowing 
about safety-related skills and having reliable and valid tests to assess them, can help to improve driver training and 
assessment and finally, result in a reduction of the beginner drivers’ risk. Hazard perception - the driver’s ability to 
detect and react to potential hazards emerging in traffic [5] - has proven to meet these requirements: it is measurably 
by the means of hazard perception tests and strongly associated with accident liability. The research question for the 
present paper arose from the observation that the methods for hazard perception assessment vary between different 
studies regarding the ecological validity of the given task. The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect 
of enhanced ecological validity on the quality of hazard perception assessment.
2. Hazard perception assessment
Hazard Perception is considered as a safety-relevant skill because it is related to accident risk [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. 
Moreover, most Hazard perception tests have proven to be criterion valid: experienced drivers outperform novice 
drivers clearly [e.g. 3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Except for a few published empirical studies, when experts 
outperformed novices only in some of many hazard perception scenarios [20, 21], hazard perception tests can be 
regarded as valid measures of driving expertise.
Having a look at the reported Hazard perception tests in detail, the high consistency of the findings is surprising, 
because some of the tests differ clearly regarding several features. From a content point of view, some studies were 
conducted to compare different kinds of scenarios, regarding hazard or scenario type, to find out what kind of 
scenarios are best suited to differentiate between different groups of drivers. For example, Crundall et al. [22]
investigated in their simulation study the advantage of precursors for different hazard types. Malone et al. [3]
applied implicit and explicit road hazards in their hazard perception test in order to compare their contribution to the 
test’s validity. However, hazard perception tests do not only differ regarding the contents of the presented traffic 
scenes. In fact, there is some variation concerning particular formal test features. 
Hazard perception test items always consist of a presentation part, which includes the presentation of a certain 
traffic scenario, and a reaction part, when the participant is expected give a behavioral response. Differences 
between hazard perception tests can be observed for both parts of the task. 
The presentation of traffic scenarios varies between different hazard perception tests and can even be opposing 
(static vs. dynamic; realistic vs. computer generated). Whereas most of the tests - incorporated in the licensure 
process (e.g. in the UK and Australia) or developed for research - include dynamic scenes [3, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23], 
some feature static pictures of traffic scenarios, instead [3, 14, 24, 25]. Most of the visual materials used in the 
hazard perception tests result from real traffic footage [14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 25], whereas fewer studies 
included computer-generated traffic scenarios [3, 21, 23]. Only a few empirical studies were conducted to compare 
the two presentation modes (static vs. animated) as a design feature of hazard perception tests [3, 4] or the realism of 
the scenarios (realistic vs. computer generated) as another one [21].
Concerning the response part of hazard perception assessment, there is a great variety of methodologies. In most 
hazard perception tests the participants have to perform an unspecific response (e.g. press a button) to indicate that 
they have noticed a potential hazard within a traffic scenario [3, 18, 19, 23, 26]. Whereas the latter task only requires 
to indicate the presence of a hazard, other tests feature more elaborate tasks. Whelan et al. [25] for example, asked 
the participants to locate the hazards on photographs by clicking on the relevant areas on screen. Other methods of 
hazard perception assessment include hazard appraisal by danger, risk and difficulty ratings of several traffic video 
or photo scenes [27, 28]. Borowsky et al. [19] introduced a classification task to study expert-novice differences in 
the perceived similarity of hazardous traffic scenes. Malone &Brünken[29] used multiple choice questions 
addressing danger awareness, in a expert-novice comparison. Due to the fact, that the chosen items were deduced 
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from the official German theoretical driving test, and therefore, possibly recognized by the learner driver sample, no 
significant difference between expert and novice performance was found.Other approaches include tasksthat seem 
quite similar to real driving, like for example to handle hazardous traffic situations in a driving simulator[22]. 
Hazard perception performance is usually inferred by recording the participants’ eye movements during the 
simulation.
The reported approaches for hazard perception testinglead to similar results: high criterion validity, but 
differregarding the applied task that has to be fulfilled by the participants. Such findings raise the question, which
tasks are most appropriate for hazard perception assessment and which of their features account for their superiority. 
Findings of general expertise research can help to identify relevant features of hazard perception test methodology 
that could possibly influence the quality of assessment. Experts outperform novices more clearly with increasing 
ecological validity of the given task – its similarity to the characteristic demands of a defined domain [5]. As an 
empirical indicator of test validity is a clear difference between experts and novices, it is assumed that the use of 
ecological valid tasks increases the criterion validity of a test. For the assessment of expertise in a complex domain 
as car driving, test items including an adequate response format seem to be crucial for the ecological validity of the 
test. Up to now, no studies were conducted in order to compare hazard perception tasks of different levels of 
ecological validity. 
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the criterion based validity of hazard perception 
assessment can be enhanced by an ecological valid response format. This comparison presumes that the presentation 
part of the items is kept constant (identical scenarios, same presentation mode), while the response part is varied 
experimentally between the different experimental conditions. From a practical point of view, besides validity there 
is another quality criterion that has to be taken into account when recommending a certain methodology for a 
frequently used assessment procedure: test economy. Highly ecological valid hazard perception tasks, such as test 
drives and driving simulation,are associated with high efforts regarding preparation, implementation, and 
assessment of the displayed performance. Therefore, we decided to begin at the lower end of ecological validity, and 
compare the usual response format of the theoretical driving test: the multiple choice format, to the most common 
methodology of hazard perception assessment: the reaction task. The reaction task was assumed to be more 
ecological valid because of the given time constraints caused by the need to respond within the displayed traffic 
scenario.In real traffic, hazards must be detected and appraised while driving and cannot be evaluated afterwards, as
in multiple choice tasks.
Deduced from general findings of expertise research and previous research in the field of hazard perception 
assessment, we assumed that the experienced drivers would outperform the learner drivers no matter which driving-
related task (high or low ecological valid) they were required to perform (main effect expertise). Furthermore, we 
deduced the hypothesis, that the difference between expert and novice performance would be even bigger, if the 
ecological validity of the task was rather high than low.
3. Method
3.1. Participants
The sample consisted of 35 learner drivers (54% female) and 31 experienced drivers (58% female).The 
experienced driverswere on average 26.77 (SD = 9.64) and the learner drivers 17.97 (SD = 2.11) years old. The age 
difference between the two groups of drivers was significant (t(33) = 4.98; p 1†1).The participants of the present 
study were recruited in driving schools (experienced drivers were attending driving lessons in order to get an 
additional driving licence, e.g. for motorcycles). The learner drivers had very little experience in driving (< than four 
practical driving lessons). Only experienced drivers, who already held a driving licence for more than two years and
had solo driving practice for at least 5000 kilometres were permitted to participate in the experiment.
1Adjusted values are reported because of unequal variances.
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3.2. Materials
The participants took on a short computer-based questionnaire to gather theirdemographical data (age, sex and 
education),as well as some aspects of their driving expertise, respectively driving education.The experienced drivers
were asked about their experiences in driving (additional driving licenses, kilometers already driven), whereas the 
novices were questioned about their actual level of driving education (number of theoretical and practical driving 
lessons, result of theoretical driving test).
Each participant completed one of the two versions of a computer-based hazard perception test. In both test 
versions, the same 21 animated ego-view traffic scenarios (duration 22-45 seconds) were presented on a computer 
screen.One of the items, always presented first after an instructional text, served as an instructional example; the 
participants’ performance on this item was not included in their overall test score.All traffic scenes were chosen 
from a set of scenarios that were created and used in several studies that we had conducted in the field of hazard 
perception assessment [3, 23]. The scenarios were developed by the means ofVicom Editor© [30] – a software, 
which offers the individual creation of animated traffic conditions. 14 Scenarios contained an implicit (potential) or 
explicit (visible) hazard that required a slowdown by the driver. The remaining seven scenarios included no hazards
at all (distractors). Figure 1 shows a frame taken from an item with an explicit hazard and a frame from a distractor 
item.
The two test versions included the same animated traffic scenarios but differed in terms of the ecological validity 
of the task that had to be fulfilled by the participants. Participants who were assigned to the high ecological valid 
test version – the reaction task– were instructed to scan each scenario for hints that indicated a reason for the ego-
vehicle to slow down or brake. Immediately after the detection of such a hint, the space bar of the keyboard had to 
be pressed once. Each scenario contained maximum one hazard. For each scenario that included a hazard, a critical 
time frame was defined in advance: a reaction within this time frame was classified as a hit. Additionally, the time 
span from the beginning of the critical time frame to the participant’s reaction was recorded. Each critical time 
frame started at the moment when a hazard appeared for the first time on scene and ended before a crash would be 
unavoidable. Not reacting within a distractor animation was classified as a correct rejection. The individual test 
score was computed asthe sum of hits and correct rejections.
Whereas in the version with high ecological validity, the participants were required to react within the 
presentation of the animation, the test version with low ecological validity demanded a response after the 
presentation of the respective scenario. After an animated traffic scenario had stopped, the participants were initially 
asked, if they had been aware of a potential hazard within the recently observed scenario. Only if the person
answered in the affirmative, he or she was presented a multiple choice question, which required a decision for the 
only correct alternative out of four. In each alternative answer a short description of a hazardous situation was 
provided, that could have occurred within the displayed animation. Only one statement was correct. 
3.3. Design and procedure 
For the present studya 2x2design was used. The two between-subjects factors were expertise (experienced drivers
vs. learner drivers) and ecological validity of the task (high vs. low).
The independent variable was the sum of correctly solved items (score) and in addition, only for the reaction task,
A B
Fig.1. Frames taken from a scenario with an explicit hazard (A) and a distractor item (B).
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the z-standardized reaction times (computed exclusively for items that included a hazard). 
The participants undertook the experiment in groups of three to five individuals. Experts as well as novices were 
tested in one of five cooperating driving schools. Every participant was randomly assigned to a study condition with 
either the reaction task or the multiple choice task. Following the demographic questionnaire, the participants started 
the hazard perception task individually. First, every person was presented the instructional text followed by the 
example item. Subsequently, 21test items were presented in a random order. After each scenario, a short instruction 
was presented in order to remind the participants of their task. Having read the short instruction, participants were 
free to decide when to start the next animation.The animated traffic situations were displayed in full screen mode. 
Once started, an animation could not be stopped or rewound. Every session lasted approximately 20 (reaction task)to 
30 minutes (multiple choice task). After completing the measure, every participant received five Euros as a reward.
4. Results
In order to test the hypotheses, an analysis of variance with the two factors expertise and ecological validity of 
the task was computed for the dependent variable test score. Descriptive results for correctly solved items are 
provided separately for the two expertise groups (learner drivers vs. experienced drivers) and the two tasks (high vs. 
low ecological validity) in table 1. The performance of one female experienced driver (reaction task)had to be 
excluded from analysis, because no responses had been recorded for thisparticipant, either for technical failure or 
noncompliance. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of expertise (F(1, 61) = 8.58; p < .05; Șp2 = .12). Descriptive 
results indicate that the experts outperformed the novices regarding their test scores. In addition, a main effect of the 
factor ecological validity of the task could be found by tendency (F (1, 61) = 3.84, p < .10, Șp2 = .06). More items 
were solved correctly, if rather the multiple choice task than the reaction task was used. However, an interaction 
effect of the two factors could not be found (F (1, 61) = .02; p = .90).
For the test version including the reaction task, a second dependent variable was recorded: the reaction time
(table 2). For each scenario, the time that passed by from the beginning of the critical time frame (hazard onset) until 
the participant’s reaction was logged.
Table 1.Descriptive results for test scores: means (M ) and standard deviations (SD).
Expertise Ecological validity Ma SD N
Learner drivers Low 11.39 3.50 18
High 10.00 2.47 17
Overall 10.71 3.08 35
Experienced drivers Low 13.71 3.38 14
High 12.13 2.73 16
Overall 12.87 3.10 30
Overall Low 12.41 3.59 32
High 11.03 2.78 33
Overall 11.71 3.25 65
Note:a min = 0; max = 21
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Table 2. Descriptive results for reaction times: mean z-values (M z) and standard deviations (SD)a.
Expertise Mz SD N
Learner drivers .08 .43 17
Experienced drivers -.12 .30 16
Note:a Reaction times were only recorded within the version of the test, that included the reaction task.
In order to allow a comparison of the times recorded for different scenarios with varying length of critical time 
frames, the reaction times where transformed in standardized z-values. For each individual, a mean z-value was 
computed. In Table 2, descriptive values for the dependent variable reaction time are listed, broken down by
expertise group. A t-test for independent samples was computed to compare experienced and learner drivers. The 
difference between the experienced drivers’ and the learner drivers’ reaction times was not significant (t(31) = 1.55; 
p = .13). 
5. Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the level of ecological validity of the task affects the 
quality of hazard perception testing. Experienced drivers outperformed learner drivers in the dependent variable test 
score. On average theexperienced drivers reacted faster to appearing hazards than the student drivers, but the 
difference was not significant. For the reaction task, these results match the results of many other studies in the field 
of hazard perception assessment[e.g. 3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. However, the superiority of experienced drivers 
compared to learner drivers in the multiple choice task was less expected, because no expertise-related differences 
were found in a previous study including the same response format but different scenarios[29]. In general, the 
chosen traffic scenarios and both tasks (multiple choice and reaction task) are appropriate to measure driving 
experience.
  Contrary to the expectations, no interaction effect between expertise and the factor ecological validity could be 
found in the present study. Even though the reaction task was slightly more difficult, the difference between expert 
and novice performance was almost the same for both test versions.Therefore, none of the two tasks has proven to 
be better suited to assess aspects of driving competency than the other. 
5.1. Practical implications
Several practical implications can be deduced from the results of the present study. Since both tasks were 
appropriate to differentiate between experienced and unexperienced drivers, the decision which one should be used 
for driving assessment could be madebased on economic aspects. A disadvantage of multiple choice questions 
compared to the reaction task is, that appropriate alternative answers have to be created for every item. This is a 
rather challenging task for test authors, because the alternatives have to be chosen carefully to avoid a test bias. In 
addition, the reaction task has already proven to be associated with accident risk, while a validation regarding this 
criterion remains to be done for the multiple choice format. The latter points justify the recommendation to choose
the reaction task over the multiple choice task for hazard perception assessment, at least until further research is 
done to validate the multiple choice task. 
5.2. Limitations and future research
A limitation of the present study is that the question, how much ecological validity is necessary in hazard 
perception assessment could not be answered definitely. Ecological validity was only assumed to be higherfor the 
reaction task than for the multiple choice task, but this assumption was not verified empirically. In future research 
the participants or even authorities in the field of car driving (e.g. driving instructors, driver license 
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examiners)should be asked, how much a certain task and driving in real traffic are perceived to be alike. By this 
approach, itwill be ascertained, that ecological validity has been in fact varied within the experiment. Future studies 
could also include other tasks and address the question whether a further increase of ecological validity – e.g. by 
simulated driving – results in extended expert-novice differences.
From a theoretical point of view, it is also questionable whether - although leading to almost the same results -
the two tasksthat were compared in the present study, measure the same aspects of driving competence.Possibly, the 
two test versions present different challenges to the participants and therefore, are appropriate to measure learning 
goals on different levels. Whereas multiple choice items might be better suited to assess factual knowledge, the 
reaction task measures driving competence in a more procedural way.For the latter task, a basis of factual driving 
knowledge might be required, but not sufficient. Some models of expertise development emphasize the relevance 
ofa knowledge compilation stage, following simple knowledge acquisition, occurring when declarative knowledge is 
transferred into procedural knowledge [cf. 31, 32, 33]. The question, whether the learner drivers’ relatively poor 
performance in the present studywas due to their not yet completed knowledge acquisition or/and compilation, 
cannot be answered. As the learner drivers were at the very beginning of their license acquisition process, their 
lacking factual knowledge might have caused their low performance in both tasks.Therefore, a longitudinal study 
with multiple measures during driving school attendance is planned.The learner drivers’ performance in both tasks 
will be compared to experienced drivers’ performance several times. It is assumed, that at the beginning of driving 
instruction, experienced drivers will outperform novice drivers in both tasks. Gradually, the learner drivers are 
expected to improve;initially in the multiple choice task (knowledge acquisition) and later in the reaction task 
(knowledge compilation).A practical implication could be, to use the different tasks for process diagnostics in driver 
training.
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